CPS claims to have insufficient funds for providing students much-needed classroom services, while it continues to dole out millions to for-profit corporations. A new CTU report explain how CPS is turning taxpayer dollars into private profits. PAGES 8 AND 9
In 2011, African-Americans were 28 percent of the overall tenured teacher population, but 43 percent of laid-off tenured teachers.

Oops, CPS did it again

Lawsuits document ongoing district discrimination and segregation

By PAVLYN JANKOV

In the face of documented, fact-based findings that Chicago Public Schools and the teaching/paraprofessional and school-related personnel populations are segregated by race and that the district is racially discriminatory against the African-American community, schools and staff, CPS has done it again. On August 5, 2016, CPS announced the layoff of over 1,000 staff. Within a week, CPS announced it was hiring to fill 1,000 vacancies. Instead of placing displaced teachers into open positions, CPS sent teachers out to pasture. Furthermore, analysis of the displacements showed that the layoffs occurred by chance and not due to discrimination in one in 154 octillion.

The racial disparities in the loss of teaching and staff positions—caused by the decade of school turn-around policies from 2004 to 2014—are illegal and unjustifiable. Furthermore, CPS cannot use misrepresentations and lies about its alleged budget woes to justify layoffs that continue to erode our experienced teaching corps and remove a diverse and representative African-American teaching and paraprofessional staff from our schools. The CTU continues to push for an end to school turnovers and an end to CPS’ racially discriminatory layoffs, and is seeking a consent decree to CPS’ racially discriminatory lay-offs and to tie school accountability to metrics that are inextricably associated with race in our segregated and under-resourced school system.

Because the CPS workforce is highly segregated, the distribution of layoffs across schools has a disparate impact. CTU experts have found that the likelihood that the 2011 layoffs occurred by chance and not due to discrimination is one in 154 octillion.

The Chicago Teachers Union’s (CTU) analyses and expert reports for the lawsuit were issued to the Chicago Board of Education this summer and found that the Board’s policies were racially discriminatory. The reports attribute these disparities to discrimination, segregation and CPS policies that tie school accountability to metrics that are inextricably associated with race in our segregated and under-resourced school system.

By the summer, CPS had also exhibited a pattern and practice of targeting predominantly African-American teaching and paraprofessional and school-related personnel populations. CPS’ turnarounds from 2004 to 2014—are illegal and unjustifiable. Furthermore, CPS cannot use misrepresentations and lies about its alleged budget woes to justify layoffs that continue to erode our experienced teaching corps and remove a diverse and representative African-American teaching and paraprofessional staff from our schools. The CTU continues to push for an end to school turnovers and an end to CPS’ racially discriminatory layoffs, and is seeking a consent decree to CPS’ ongoing discriminatory policies.

The CTU and the plaintiffs represented by Union counsel Robin Potter & Associates, and the individual plaintiffs are also represented by Attorney Professor Randall Schmidt of the University of Chicago Law School.

Pavlyn Jankov is a CTU researcher.
Entering a critical phase

Sisters and Brothers,

As we head back to school this year, our work continues—protecting our classrooms from budget cuts and moving the fight for a fair contract into a critical stage. We have spent the last year trying to bargain in good faith with the Board of Education, but the city has stonewalled, threatened, and subjected to mass layoffs by the mayor’s handpicked CEO. At our September 7 House of Delegates meeting, the Union’s governing body set September 21–23 as dates for our next strike authorization vote.

As educators, we must keep working toward the schools our children deserve, which means lessening the impact of mass layoffs, school-based budgeting, failed privatization, the loss of clinicians and arts, and millions of dollars cut from special education. The CTU, along with parents, students, and community partners, are extremely active in lobbying for more revenue last spring—both in our state’s capitol and in the streets on April 1—and as a result, there is more money from Springfield in the CPS budget. We also have identified millions of dollars in TIF funds that would alleviate our district’s self-created financial crisis if the city can be persuaded to declare a TIF surplus, a campaign that the public supports and to which a majority of aldermen on the Chicago City Council have signed on in agreement.

You will read about these issues and more in our new-look Chicago Union Teacher magazine. As a labor publication featuring news and opinions that matter most to our members, we are making an effort to streamline costs and strengthen the content and delivery to keep you informed about the state of public education in Chicago and elsewhere. The new 16-page CUT will focus on the business of the Union, member news and updates on local, state, and federal education issues. This back-to-school issue kicks off with a cover story on our recent report, “Outsourced: How CPS Sells its Own Governance to the Highest Bidder,” examining how millions of dollars have been wasted on low-quality privatized services, which has heightened concerns that our teachers and students would be returning to school buildings that are unclean, unhealthy and unsafe due to potential lead and asbestos contamination. Also featured this month is a primer on our contract campaign, a teacher evaluation update and member reflections on their work during the summer, dispelling the cruel notion of educators having “summers off.”

You see, it is a myth like this that people like the mayor and Forrest Claypool want the public to believe. They claim that we need to “share the sacrifice,” but every other city worker—from police to fire to municipal and laborers—has a contract with fair compensation. Every building project from the DePaul Arena to the Riverwalk has been funded. So our position is clear—there cannot be any more cuts to our classrooms, educators are the true protectors of students, and we will not work another year without a contract, but what we will do is work extremely hard for our students and their families, because that, quite simply, is what we do.

Have a great year, and I am looking forward to meeting and talking with as many of you as I can.

In solidarity,
Karen GJ Lewis, NBCT
LETTER TO THE EDITOR

A hearty thank you to my friends at the Quest Center

Dear CTU officers and leadership,

Now that the dust has settled, I wanted to take a few minutes to express my gratitude and thank you for supporting the Nurturing Teacher Leadership (NTL) program at the CTU Quest Center. I am in my second year of work to become a National Board Certified Teacher, but like 500 of my teacher colleagues, was laid off on August 5. I had a home at an amazing school where administration appreciated and supported the arts, which is rare within Chicago Public Schools. However, the budget shortfall forced them to cut the music program. Since programs are teachers, that was me.

The call from my beloved principal that August morning was devastating, made doubly so because I was still on vacation visiting my family in Texas. However, because I am part of a cohort with NTL, I did not collapse in a puddle. Instead, I picked up the phone and called Quest Center Director Lynn Cherkasky-Davis. I called her even before I called my mother! I did this because I knew she would be sympathetic, but would give me the direction needed to land on my feet. I love Lynn. She challenges all of us to become the best teacher/leader/professional we can be. She holds everyone to very high standards which, to me, feels like love. I work harder because I want to make her proud of me. She leads a crew of amazing mentors and facilitators who give of themselves to send better teachers out into Chicago’s schools.

I am very grateful for the time they take to make sure my portfolio is up to the very high standards necessary to achieve and to make me the best teacher I can be.

Over spring break this last year, National Board Certification Project Director Gloria Henllan-Jones sat with me and helped me to make sure it was as clear and concise as possible. By the end of our session, not only was I connected, but she had invited me to her Passover seder! My mentor from the music cohort, Laura Wais, has challenged me and given me the tools necessary to talk about my practice in a way that makes interesting for a new audience. I am so much easier. In fact, just 11 days after losing my job, I have a new position at a very good school. I owe so much of that to my friends at the Quest Center. Lynn was in contact with me daily, sending me job leads, checking in on me to make sure I was okay and reminding me that I was not alone.

I write all of this for two reasons.

First, I believe that we need to tell people how we feel and show gratitude. Second, in a climate where educational funding is being slashed, I wanted to remind you of the value of the Quest Center and the amazing NTL program. They truly do nurture teacher leadership, and I am so proud to be a part of it.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Baker
Linne Elementary School
NTL ’18

Retiree reflection: AFT Convention 2016

There have been big changes in the 40 years since I last attended an American Federation of Teachers convention, especially on the issues of racism and peace.

BY BEATRICE LUMPKIN

I found the AFT Convention far more progressive than conventions in years past. This year, I was invited to address the convention at its “Inter-generational” session, which was my son John’s fault because he had bragged that his mom was 98 years-old and still union active. They gave me just three minutes, so this is what I said:

“1. Peace. End the violence, end the wars! Our children need peace to learn and survive.

“2. Unity. Stay united, form coalitions. At age 19 I took a year off from Hunter College to work as a Congress of Industries or CIO organizer among laundry workers. The CIO organized three million people in 1937 alone. How did we do it? Unity. Labor united with the civil rights and women’s rights movements. Plus, labor rights were protected by law. That’s what we need today—black-brown-white unity, gender equality and the right to organize.

“3. Struggle. Don’t be afraid to stand up for what’s right. In 1933, while still in high school, I fought for the safety net for unemployment insurance. My allies and I were red-haired, just as Franklin D. Roosevelt was red-haired, but we didn’t give up and we won. Now they are trying to take away our safety net, increase the age for a Social Security pension and take away our right to organize. But we won’t let them, because young people, newly streaming into the political process, are changing the debate and will help us re-build labor and save our public schools.”

Do I have advice for the classroom? No. You are doing a better job than I could have done with the inhuman demands on a teacher’s time. But let’s be sure to enrich curriculum, teach labor history and include the history of black and brown people as founders of civilization.

Chicago Delegates Strengthen AFT Resolution on Social Security

Our Chicago Teachers Union retiree delegates went to the AFT Convention in Minneapolis well prepared. From our work with the Illinois Alliance for Retired Americans, we knew that the Social Security Administration was not going to break as Republicans claim. In fact, Social Security has a $2.8 trillion surplus. But something is indeed wrong. Social Security benefits are now too low and should be raised. If the rich paid their fair share of Social Security taxes, better benefits could be paid. At present, the rich pay no Social Security tax on any income above $118,500.

So Chicago retiree delegates went to the convention prepared to amend New York’s United Federation of Teachers’ resolution, “Promote Retirement Security Through Full Funding, Investment Manager Transparency and Accountability.” We took advantage of a victory by the Bernie Sanders campaign, which had just convinced the Democratic Party Program Committee to include the language that appeared in our amendment: “… raise at top income levels to pay Social Security tax on all income above $250,000.”

Taxing income above $250,000 would bring in enough revenue to expand benefits by an average of 865 a month; increase cost-of-living adjustments; and lift more seniors out of poverty by increasing the minimum benefits paid to low-income seniors. Some questioned, “Why not scrap the cap altogether?” The rich should pay Social Security tax on their entire income, just like minimum wage workers have to do.

That’s where we made a small compromise to get a big point across. Chicago delegates originally put in their amendment saying, “funding these improvements by eliminating the cap on earnings and requiring everyone to pay Social Security tax on all income,” but it did not have enough support. We withdrew it before it could be voted down, and we immediately put in the compromise amendment that passed overwhelmingly: “RESOLVED that the American Federation of Teachers supports improved Social Security benefits, and to make sure improved benefits continue for generations to come, we support funding these improvements by requiring those at top income levels to pay Social Security tax on all income above $250,000.”
Teachers need workplace safety too: Organizing around OSHA enforcement

JOHN KUGLER, PH.D.

The Chicago Teachers Union, American Federation of Teachers, Illinois Federation of Teachers and International Chemical Workers joined forces for the second year to train CTU members to become an authorized Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) general industry trainer. The program provided two weeks of training for our members on their rights to a safe and healthy workplace and the recognition, avoidance, abatement and prevention of safety and health hazards in the workplace. The end result is that teachers will be trained and authorized to issue an OSHA 10-hour general industry card, which certifies that students have a basic understanding of what OSHA is and what rights they have under that law. The program builds member involvement and activism by organizing union members around safety issues they can build into their daily curriculum and enforce in their schools.

From top: CTU Black Caucus at the 2016 Bud Billiken Parade, Staff Coordinator Jackson Potter leading June 22 sit-in at Chicago’s City Hall; celebrating the LGBTQI community at Chicago’s City Hall; celebrating Chicago Pride Parade; Oriole Park teacher Erika Wozniak accepting Everyday Hero award at American Federation of Teachers Convention 2016 in July. Photo: Howard Heath, Martin Reiter

Some of the participants in this year’s training included:

- Wesley Mickens is part of the Navistar Auto Diesel Technology program at Chicago Vocational Career Academy, which is the only school in the Midwest where inner-city high school students are trained on the latest transportation technology by working in classes on semi-trailer trucks (donated by Navistar). “Employers want students to know OSHA and some require them to have cards for employment, this is how they will get good paying jobs,” Mickens said.

- Adell Gaines teaches cosmetology at Dunbar Vocational Academy is adding OSHA to her list of credentials that her students will be required to pass in her class. “My students receive their Illinois Cosmetology License through my class and now they will have an OSHA Safety card as well to help them become professionals in our economy,” Gaines said. She is the only Cosmetology teacher in CPS to gain this credential.

- Shaista Saiyed, Allied Health teacher at Sullivan High School, focuses her syllabus on helping students become certified health care professionals. “I want to make sure my students are aware of the hazards in the workplace, helping them to better transition into the workplace,” Saiyed said.

- Brian Davis from Robeson High School is the first chemistry teacher to gain this credential in Chicago Public Schools. “My students not only need to learn chemistry, but they need to learn about workplace safety and hazards,” Davis said. “What’s not good is, if they only learn what is in a book and they do not know how to protect themselves when they get a job.”

- Daniel Leszczewicz, culinary arts instructor at Roberto Clemente Community Academy, deals with many potentially dangerous situations, tools and conditions in his class and wants to make his students aware that great food comes from “understanding the importance of workplace safety.”

This summer’s OSHA training would not be possible without the support and coordination of Amy Bahreuth, AFT Assistant Director in the Department of Health, Safety and Well-Being, and Keith Mundy, Field Training Coordinator from the International Chemical Workers Union Council Center for Worker Health and Safety Education. The nine-day training was hosted by the IFT at the Robert M. Healey Center Offices in Westmont, Illinois. OSHA is an agency of the U.S. Department of Labor which Congress established to “assure safe and healthful working conditions for working men and women by setting and enforcing standards and by providing training, outreach, education and assistance.”

John Kugler, Ph.D., is a CTU teacher field representative. If you or fellow staff members are interested in participating in this program next year or want more information about OSHA safety training for your school, contact John at johnkugler@ctuleadership.com.
The plan for relocation

How the Chicago Housing Authority fails Chicago’s homeless students

By LAUREN DEAN

From 2014-2015, Chicago Public Schools identified 12,200 temporarily housed students on its rosters and the Chicago Coalition for the Homeless reports that more than 80 percent of these students are homeless. CPS policy requires that schools provide homeless students with the same services as any other student. CPS identifies “students in a temporary living situation” (STLS) as students who lack a regular nighttime residence; students in “doubled up” homes where multiple families are sharing a single living space; students who stay in hotels, campgrounds, shelters, or cars; or students who are living in a space that is not designed as a regular sleeping accommodation.

Recent studies have shown that housing affordability is a bigger problem for Chicagoans than it is for Americans on a whole. In a city where half the population cannot afford monthly rent, the Chicago Housing Authority—the public entity responsible for managing public housing in the city—has been moving away from service provision and is increasingly using federal allocations to help private companies grow their wealth. Rather than using taxpayer dollars to place families in stable homes, the CHA is demolishing public housing units, investing in private development and outsourcing the most basic mandates. This is a well-documented move, one that has serious repercussions for Chicagoans who are waiting for affordable housing.

The Plan for Transformation

Since 2000, Chicago has torn down most of its large public housing facilities. The Chicago Housing Authority promised that each of its displaced tenants would be guaranteed a new home. Most families, however, are still waiting for the CHA to keep its promise. Deregulation and service cutbacks within the CHA were spurred by the introduction of the Plan for Transformation in 2000. The Plan was intended to overhaul public housing in Chicago, including the demolition of the city’s high rise projects. When the Plan went into effect, the CHA pledged a one-for-one replacement of demolished public housing units to ensure affordable housing across the city. Sixteen years later, the CHA is still coming up short on this promise.

Since demolitions began in 2000, only 47 percent of demolished units have been replaced. Instead, the CHA refocused its attention on housing voucher programs and incentivizing private development of mixed income housing. The Housing Choice Voucher program (HCV), previously known as Section 8, provides qualifying residents a voucher that can be given to a private landlord to guarantee rent payment. Under this system, the tenant pays 30 percent of their income towards rent and the rest of the cost is covered by the voucher, which the landlord exchanges for cash from the CHA. Since 2008, the city has seen the HCV waitlist nearly double.

While CHA has the authority and the funding to distribute more vouchers, it continues to prioritize investment in private, mixed income real estate development that usually includes only a minimum number of affordable units.

Housing Choice Vouchers and Missed Opportunities

The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) funds a specific number of housing vouchers to be distributed by the CHA every year. The CHA, however, only distributes around three quarters of the number of vouchers that are financed. When these funds go unspent, they become part of the CHA’s reserves and boosts the agency’s credit rating and ability to invest in the private market. The CHA also runs a waitlist of families that are waiting for housing through the HCV program. Families must enter a lottery to be placed on the waitlist. If their lottery number is pulled, the family is placed on the waitlist, where, on average, they spend 4.3 years. Despite the HCV waitlist growing faster than the number of vouchers issued annually, the CHA fails to distribute all of the vouchers that HUD finances. Overall, the CHA is only placing about half of the families that need homes into the HCV program each year.

Public Dollars for Private Wealth

Many of Chicago’s agencies, including CPS and CHA, look to outsourcing to turn their public service mandates into private profits. Two private firms, CVR Associates and Nan McKay, based out of Florida and California, respectively, are contracted with the CHA to manage the voucher program and will be paid $27.4 million for this service in 2016. This is despite the fact that four out of every 10 HCV tenants live in units with building code violations. The firms are supposed to manage the voucher program waiting list, inspect apartments and assist with housing placement, but the large number of building violations reported by HCV tenants reveals how much CVR and Nan McKay are being paid to ignore their duties. It is also the job of these private contractors to decide how much public money is passed along to private landlords by setting HCV rental rates. The CHA’s largest HCV landlord is a private firm called Pangea Properties. Pangea bought entire blocks of foreclosed homes during the housing crisis in 2009, and now owns 1,200 housing units occupied by HCV tenants. Pangea collects 91.1 million dollars a month from its voucher tenants and 77 percent of that cost comes from CHA reimbursements. In 2015, Pangea reported 490.5 million in revenue. Among those profiting from the CHA’s payouts to Pangea is Illinois Governor Bruce Rauner, who is a Pangea stockholder. While Rauner’s holdings in the company are small, his stake in Pangea ensures that he is able to pocket some of the public funding intended to help disadvantaged Chicagoans find homes.

Among those profiting from CHA’s payouts to Pangea is Illinois Governor Bruce Rauner, who is a Pangea stockholder.

Hitting Home and School

For homeless CPS students, being bounced between schools and shelters interrupts learning. For schools, moving displaced students around the city is expensive. Homeless students are entitled to choose whether they will stay in their school of origin or move to a new neighborhood school, so CPS must fund hardship transportation for students who decide to stay. In 2016, CPS spent nearly $500,000 on transportation services for homeless students. For the 2016-2017 school year, the district has budgeted over $800,000 for the same program, showing that CPS anticipates a substantial increase in the number of students in temporary living situations.

For most students, transportation assistance
As we reflect on past years and prepare for a new one, it is important to include community building and strengthening in our thoughts.

As educators, we spend the first few weeks of school building our classroom communities and teaching students how to trust and communicate effectively. But how often do we do that with each other?

By KATHE MYERS

Teaching can be an isolating experience if we don’t create a supportive environment. We all have stories about challenges in our schools. Combine this with ever-increasing attacks on our profession, and it can be downright exhausting. New teachers have great ideas and great needs. Endangered—I mean experienced—veterans have great wisdom. Let’s focus on ways to lift each other up.

I chose the theme of rebuilding community to direct my summer learning goals. In addition to taking a graduate class, I spent a week with the Poetry Foundation, several days with the American Federation of Teachers and some time at the Chicago Teachers Union Quest Center.

The Poetry Foundation

I participated in the Poetry Foundation’s second year of the Chicago version of the Favorite Poem Project. I knew very little about it before it started, but it was an amazing week. The main takeaway for me was the importance of giving students the autonomy to choose what’s right for them and trusting them to use your guidance to do that. Giving up control raises confidence.

How does this translate to teachers and community building? We are the experts. We know what works, why it works, and how it works. Let’s focus on sharing the amazing things we learn with each other. You can tout your own horn about your great ideas, or you can open the car door and invite others along for the ride.

AFT Convention 2016

Next, I was off to Minneapolis for the 100th anniversary celebration of the AFT. It was my first AFT convention, and needless to say, it was quite the learning experience. I learned how we built alliances with other union, honored long-standing and hardworking union members, and witnessed the passage of some important resolutions.

As I established new ties with my Chicago colleagues, I learned the importance of working together to accomplish common goals. At the week’s end, we were building our union community, both locally and on a national scale.

Restorative Justice

Finally, I spent three days learning about restorative justice through the CTU Quest Center. Shout out to Walter Taylor for doing an amazing job with the program. For me, the most important takeaway was the information on affect. There are essentially nine identified types of affect on the continuum, ranging from positive to neutral to negative. Seven of these are identified as negative. Before you call me Negative Nancy, let me explain. The best way to encourage positive thinking is by providing a forum where students know the language, feel safe and are given the freedom to express their feelings.

What better way to build community than by giving ourselves permission, time and space to express our affect? We will soon—if we aren’t already—feel haggled down with requests, requirements, and responsibilities. That is why it is so important to resolve to nurture each other as simply and as often as possible. One of the best things to do is listen to what others have to say. We need to be heard as much as we need to hear.

We talk about the importance of “self-care,” but we need to take it further. We are in a profession that demands any and all things we have to give: time, attention and money, just to name a few. Yet, at the same time we can neglect our own needs for communication, empathy and support. We need to re-prioritize this. Perhaps we can start tending to self-care together.

Let’s rethink how we do our work. Be someone people come to for support. Practice mindfulness. Learn to listen to opinions and insights. Strike a balance between work and play, family and friends, together and alone. Look for things outside of, but related to, teaching. Invite a colleague to join you. Accept an invitation from a colleague and join them. Celebrate success—every day.

If we can build a strong support network, we will be happier in our schools, which is better for the students we teach. Parents will see that and feel more welcome. That will make it easier to reach out anytime we want to work with them.

I am reminded of a quote from “The Absolutely True Story of a Part Time Indian” when the character Sherman Alexie realizes the importance of community in his life. He says: I realized that, sure, I was a Spokane Indian. I belonged to that tribe. But I also belonged to the tribe of American immigrants. And to the tribe of basketball players. And to the tribe of bookworms. And the tribe of cartoonists... It was a huge realization. And that’s when I knew I was going to be okay.

We can start focusing on our commonalities, our communities will be solid. And that is when we will know that we are going to be okay.

Kathe Myers is a teacher at Pole Elementary and a member of the CTU’s Big Bargaining Team.

Housing Vouchers Funded by HUD vs. Housing Vouchers Distributed by the CHA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Number of vouchers financed by HUD</th>
<th>Number of vouchers issued to tenants by CHA</th>
<th>Percent of financed vouchers issued</th>
<th>Number of families still waiting for housing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>49,136</td>
<td>31,006</td>
<td>54 percent</td>
<td>37,984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>51,215</td>
<td>37,763</td>
<td>73 percent</td>
<td>35,634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>51,475</td>
<td>38,096</td>
<td>74 percent</td>
<td>34,776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>52,549</td>
<td>38,333</td>
<td>73 percent</td>
<td>15,230*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>52,419</td>
<td>40,520</td>
<td>77 percent</td>
<td>15,230*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>51,703</td>
<td>45,973</td>
<td>89 percent</td>
<td>44,815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016 (Q1)</td>
<td>52,131</td>
<td>46,375</td>
<td>89 percent</td>
<td>43,054</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The number of families on the waitlist declined sharply in 2013 because the waitlist did not accept any new applications that year. Similarly, the list was not opened in 2014.

comes in the form of a pre-paid Ventra card that allows families to travel to school on Chicago Transit Authority trains and buses. As the CTA made the switch from paper fare cards to the new Ventra system, social service providers who provide CTA fares to their clients have been spending $280,000 annually just on Ventra-related administrative fees. This is the equivalent of almost 125,000 CTA rides.
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How Chicago Public Schools sells its own governance to the highest bidder

The CTU has issued a report documenting the misuse and abuse of district funds spent on “privatized services.”

**By THE CTU RESEARCH DEPARTMENT**

On August 22, the Chicago Teachers Union released this report detailing the hundreds of millions of dollars spent by Chicago Public Schools (CPS) on privatized services—services which have resulted in multiple conflicts of interests and an extremely poor level of service in Chicago’s public schools. The report, titled “Outsourced: How CPS Sells its Own Governance to the Highest Bidder,” comes as teachers and students are returning to school buildings that are unsafe due to potential lead contamination, unclean, unhealthy and understaffed.

“Our report is just the beginning,” said President Karen Lewis. “Digging deeper would undoubtedly reveal even more overspending and mismanagement.”

**Executive Summary**

Chicago Public Schools (CPS) laid off more than 1,000 staff members and drastically cut special education funding as part of its “balanced budget” for fiscal year 2017. The budget includes nearly $2 billion in private contracts for a wide variety of services, with minimal oversight or accountability. CPS claims to have insufficient funds for providing students much-needed classroom services, but continues to dole out millions to for-profit corporations.

The 1995 Illinois School Reform Act marked the beginning of both mayoral control and outrageous outsourcing in Chicago’s public schools. Use of private vendors is justified by claims of “cost savings” and “higher quality services.” However, the new CTU report, “Outsourced: How CPS Sells its Own Governance to the Lowest Bidder” proves that the opposite is true. For example:

- **Custodial contracts:** These were among the first services to be outsourced in 1995. CPS has gone through a slew of contracts with various corporations over the last 20 years but the most egregious have been the recent three-year contracts with Aramark ($260,300,000) and SodexoMagic ($80,000,000). Instead of cleaner schools, less principal oversight and management, and reduced costs, the reality has been deplorable and unsanitary conditions that have forced teachers, clerks and principals to do much of the cleaning themselves.

- **Food service contracts:** Before the 1995 Reform Act, school lunches were prepared in-house by staff hired from local communities. After numerous scandals with various contractors, CPS now spends $102,351,381 on food service with Aramark—the same company that lost its contract with Michigan prisons for serving maggot-laden food.

- **Nursing contracts:** CPS previously supplemented school nurse staffing with a variety of temporary agency nurses. RCM Technologies Incorporated now has an exclusive $30,000,000 contract for three years. CPS students are subjected to a revolving door of insufficiently trained nurses, many of whom cannot perform assigned health care duties because they are unfamiliar with procedures.

- **IT department:** In FY15 alone, CPS spent $14,349,849 in cost overruns for seven IT contracts that were originally budgeted at $22,750,131, a 61 percent increase. This is the problem with IT contracts. They are sourced with proprietary licenses and CPS is locked into them, no matter the cost overruns.

- **Charter schools:** In fiscal year 2015, at least $361,775,408 was spent by charter schools on office and administration, management fees, rent, interest payments on loans, and “other.” This amounts to approximately 27 percent of public funds (local, state and federal) that are not being spent on students in classrooms.

- **AUSL turnaround schools:** With no discernable academic benefit, CPS has given the Academy of Urban School Leadership, an organization with strong ties to the Chicago Board of Education and its financiers, 461,777,777 in direct contracts since 2004, plus at least $37,178,875 in AUSL Program Support since 2014 for a total of at least $86,656,452.

- **Management and planning:** CPS often claims to make Central Office cuts, but then contracts out much of that work. The powerful influence of strategic planning consulting firms (instrumental in the massive school closures of 2013) has also contributed to increased outsourcing.

CPS has proven itself to be fiscally irresponsible and reckless with limited tax dollars.

As the Office of the Inspector General has reported year after year, the Contract and Procurement Office has limited oversight and does not thoroughly evaluate proposals or contract renewals before approving them. The unelected school board filled these multi-million dollar contracts put before them every month. Chicago students deserve better. Even with the new revenue proposals put forth by the Chicago Teachers Union, CPS can stop wasting money on expensive contracts that produce shoddy services.

At the state level, Governor Bruce Rauner’s campaigns to reduce protections for working people and privatize state services negatively impact accountability and transparency as well. The privatization schemes in CPS should serve as a cautionary tale.

This paper uncovers the tip of the iceberg. A forensic audit of all of the large CPS contracts would no doubt uncover in greater detail CPS’ widespread fraud and mismanagement.

**Introduction**

When CPS signed custodial service contracts worth more than $300 million to Aramark and SodexoMagic in 2014, school communities expected at the very least, clean schools. They were not even close. Within days, principals, teachers, parents and students reported how filthy their schools were, with maggots, maggots, maggots.

Introduction comes from the private sector and most have connections. The Aramark/SodexoMagic example is the norm, not the exception.

Outsourcing is not a new phenomenon in CPS, but it is increasing dramatically each year. While the school district has been a bastion of crony hiring and vendor contracts since at least the 1930s, the hiring of the city business manager to replace the school district superintendent, CPS takes advice from the Civic Committee of the Commercial Club, the Civic Federation and the MBAs of Boston Consulting and McKinsey and Company instead of educational experts. Top Central Office management comes from the private sector and most have MBAs instead of education degrees or experience. Not surprisingly, the recommendations from all of these business experts: keep outsourcing.
History of Outsourcing in CPS

For most of the 20th century, outsourcing and vendor contracts at CPS were typically limited to services such as construction and educational materials. In 1979, CPS was facing budget issues and needed financial assistance. According to George Schmidt from “Substance News,” CPS wanted to borrow money from the state, which had a budget surplus that year, but then-governor Jim Thompson refused. Schmidt reported collusion with the ratings industry to lower CPS credit rating enough to make it ineligible to borrow.

Broke and with no sign of relief, CPS stopped paying employees in December 1979, leading to a strike in February 1980. Teachers would go on to strike four more times during the decade of the 1980s. Also during this period, the citywide push began for the School Reform Act of 1988, which created democratic local control of the schools via elected Local School Councils.

In 1980, the Illinois government created the School Finance Authority (SFA) to oversee CPS budget and issue bonds, with a cap of 13 percent instead of 6 percent. Because the interest rate caps more than doubled for these 30-year bonds, they generated large profits for the banks and held CPS hostage to ever-growing annual debt service obligations.

It was at this time that CPS began the practice of outsourcing contracts over the last twenty years. It would make sense to continue the practice. Unfortunately, however, the contracts have been mismanaged and most are not monitored or evaluated for effectiveness. The assumption is that the government provision of services is inefficient and that the private sector (for-profit or non-profit) can do a better job because competition forces it to. This paper demonstrates that simply farming out public education services to private entities benefits the companies but not the students they are meant to serve.
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The ongoing fight for a fair contract

During the first week of the school year, the CTU distributed thousands of flyers with answers to the most frequently asked questions about contract negotiations. Here, Chicago Union Teacher is reprinting the contents of that leaflet to answer your questions and help you answer others’ questions.

Q. IS CPS CEO FORREST CLAYPOOL CORRECT THAT THE 7% PENSION PICK-UP THAT CPS PAYS IN TEACHER AND PSRP SALARY IS UNREASONABLE OR EXCESSIVE COMPARED TO OTHER ILLINOIS SCHOOL DISTRICTS?

A. No—absolutely not. Teachers in Chicago and across the state do not receive social security, and our pensions are the only form of retirement income we possess. In the 1980s, many school districts could not afford raises and, in lieu of them, agreed to pay a portion of employee pension costs. More than half of all school districts in the state pay more of their employee pension costs than Chicago Public Schools. (Fifty-seven percent of districts pay more according to data from the Teachers’ Retirement System, but that does not include districts that have converted the pick-up into salary, which would actually increase the percentage.) Claypool appears to want a mass exodus of teachers like the exodus he has caused of quality principals. It’s hard to imagine any other reason why he is cutting teacher pay in a city with a higher cost of living and fewer teacher rights against privatization deals. Additionally, educators must live in the city to work in the city. Our security, and our pensions are the only form of retirement income we possess.

Q. WHEN ON STRIKE, WHAT HAPPENS TO MY HEALTH INSURANCE?

A. It is unlikely that our health benefits will be suspended by CPS. If we were to strike early in the month, health insurance is generally guaranteed for the duration of the month. In the event that the Board did suspend our benefits, however, it would qualify as a Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA) event. COBRA allows employees to pay their own insurance at a cost of 102% of the coverage. The employee has 60 days to respond whether or not they will accept COBRA, and an additional 45 days to pay for the coverage.

Q. WHY NOT STRIKE IMMEDIATELY INSTEAD OF REPORTING TO SCHOOL IN AUGUST AND SEPTEMBER?

A. Our House of Delegates was clear on this question—our members will use the opportunity to organize in the workplace at the beginning of the year, collect a paycheck and activate our insurance to avoid the possibility of losing coverage during a strike. This way we set our own deadline instead of waiting for the Board to treat us fairly.

Q. WHY GO ON STRIKE? WHAT DID THE ONE-DAY STRIKE ON APRIL 1 GET US?

A. The mayor and his handpicked CPS CEO have cut an unconscionable amount from a special education programming, librarians and nurses; imposed 1,000 staff layoffs; and are wreaking continued havoc from student-based budgeting. We must continue to protect our students and their classrooms.

Regarding April 1, our battle cries from that day were heard in Springfield. In the immediate aftermath, we helped to restore the state pension levy to the tune of $250 million and increased the school funding formula by more than $100 million—with the potential to add $200 million by early next year. The pension levy had been suspended since mayoral control of CPS was imposed by the state legislature in 1995, so this was a real victory. Without this funding, the value of a strike would have been to limit cuts, layoffs and program reductions. Now, there is a real pathway to a fair contract without starving the schools or harming educators.

Our collective action on April 1 also helped temporarily break the impasse in Springfield and provide a much better opportunity to settle a contract that will be good for teachers and students. Additionally, prior to the one-day strike, Claypool was actively talking about 5,000 layoffs, additional furlough days and unilateral action to cut our salaries by 7% (the pension pick-up). None of those things happened, and our ability to strike will continue to be an important tool in the fight for educational justice.
The TIF surplus will be key to winning a fair contract.

The city council should declare a citywide TIF surplus so that those funds can be released to address the glaring inequalities stalking Chicago’s schools.

The Chicago Tribune is marking the upcoming contract negotiations with a series of questions. Here is our first.

Q. WHAT IS AT STAKE IN OUR FAIR CONTRACT FIGHT?

A. For the long-term sustainability of our public schools, the CTU must stand up to City Hall to insist on measures such as negotiating the toxic swaps deals with the banks and reinstating the corporate head tax, and to Springfield to insist that our city’s schools be funded equally to other systems while fully accounting for the concentration of poverty and the other attendant problems of racism affecting our students.

But the most immediate form of economic relief that our schools can attain is through the release of up to $400 million in surplus tax increment financing (TIF) funds from the mayor’s tax increment financing slush fund.

For the long-term sustainability of our public schools, the CTU must stand up to City Hall to insist on measures such as reopening the toxic swap deals with the banks and reinstating the corporate head tax, and to Springfield to insist that our city’s schools be funded equally to other systems, while fully accounting for the concentration of poverty and the other attendant problems of racism affecting our students.

But the most immediate form of economic relief that our schools can attain is through the release of up to $400 million in surplus tax increment financing (TIF) funds from the mayor’s tax increment financing slush fund.

In July, Alderman George Cardenas and our CTU sister Sue Sadlowski-Garza sponsored Chicago Ordinance #02016-9666, which would be nothing but a citywide TIF surplus to ensure that the educational experience of our students doesn’t suffer any more and that our professional dignity is retained.

The ordinance currently exists, but it has not been adopted. Burke’s Finance Committee—so Chicagoans need to pressure our aldermen to urge Burke to bring the ordinance up for a hearing in that committee. If you haven’t already contacted your alderman and your school’s alderman, go to http://www.ctunet.com/tif and use our legislative tool to send them each a message to support the ordinance.

If we can’t force the mayor to release TIF dollars for our schools, the Board of Ed will cry broke and continue to cut funding from our schools, and we would see even more layoffs and cuts to our existing (already diminished) programs and services and increased health care costs in the near future.

—CTU Communications
We need to unite against punitive evaluation

Teacher evaluations are a better measure of the level of student poverty in a given school than the ability of a given teacher to teach.

Teachers want to attend meaningful and stimulating professional development (PD) sessions. We want to be excited to try new things in our classrooms, even if they don’t work out or work right away.

By JENNIFER JOHNSON

As educators, we want feedback. We want to grow and get better. We want to learn from and work with our peers. We want to show off the things our students do when they love learning. We put in the extra care that it takes to help kids grow up to be even greater people than they are today.

Rather than Chicago Public Schools driving as many resources to classrooms and providing time for collaboration and PD, our district focuses squarely on “accountability.” Amid perpetual CPS chaos and teachers being told they haven’t sacrificed enough, we are evaluated extensively every year. While educators want feedback to improve our work, evaluation—in a district where trust between administrators and educators is inconsistent and in many places scant—inherently becomes a process of justifying performance ratings, and not one about the joy of teaching and improving our skills.

The REACH evaluation system reduces the experimental and relational nature of teaching and learning to an overly complex series of processes and compliance exercises. According to a recent University of Chicago Consortium of School Research report (January 2016), REACH results for educators in schools with high student poverty receive, on average, lower scores than those in schools with less poverty, with Black and Latino educators receiving lower scores than their peers. This is unacceptable and just the kind of thing that our students’ parents need to know is a result of CPS skewed priorities. Rather than sending additional resources to schools that need them, retaining and supporting a diverse teaching force, and doing everything possible to have high morale among all the challenging schools, evaluation instead is used as a weapon that leads to distrust, layoffs and school environments built on fear.

The Chicago Teachers Union tries to help members mitigate REACH even as we fight the evaluation system through committees and bargaining with the Chicago Board of Education. Our contract demands to change REACH through Article 30 include expanding the appeals process, adjusting cut scores, closing process loopholes, eliminating VAM (Value-Added model) scores for elementary school teachers and ending the capricious second lower Developing rule. Through collaborative work with brothers and sisters across the state, the CTU tries to lobby to change legislation to reset and rebuff the corporate reformers’ rules about evaluation, especially now that the 2015 federal Every Student Succeeds Act provides an opening for a complete rethinking of Performance Evaluation Reform Act, passed by the Illinois General Assembly in 2010, which could ultimately lead to the demise of REACH.

In the meantime, through sharing research and providing classes and trainings, the Union tries to arm members and school leaders with the means of advocating for their professional expertise.

But really, in the CPS environment, we should teach, not REACH.

REACH is misused. The CTU has advised members to use their Professional Problems Commit-tees (PPC) and Professional Personnel Leadership Committees to press their administrators for fairness in the process and the kind of professional development that is actually helpful to educators in their particular context. Surveys, study groups and observation score sharing makes battling REACH collective and empowering, and bring the mantra “Share. Advocate. Mentor.” to life.

Labor Notes’ new book, “Secrets of a Successful Organizer,” reminds us that in order to successfully fight and win better conditions in our schools, a good union organizer doesn’t just pick any issue to tackle—they pick an issue that is widely felt and that will help bring workers together to organize and be unified. Evaluation is often that issue in our schools.

Jim Cavallero, the CTU delegate from Chicago Academy High School and an elected CTU Area Vice President, did just that with his colleagues—both of the last two school years. He and his colleagues discussed how REACH was being abused and misused by their former principal and they worked together to press their administration to be treated fairly. Their school’s PPC developed an 18-question Google Forms survey which it emailed to all REACH-evaluated members at the school through their personal email addresses outside of work time. The compiled member responses to statements ranged from items related to their trust in the system and their administration (“I believe that REACH, when implemented correctly, is a useful tool to facilitate my growth as a teacher” and “I believe my principal treats women differently than men”) to process-oriented to determine if everyone was experiencing REACH procedures equally (“My observation was for a unit discussed during the pre-conference” and “My evaluator took the time to consider my perspective during the post-conference”). Because the PPC used Google Forms, the summary of member responses to each question was automatically generated and included graphs and charts. The PPC discussed the results, shared them with the staff and most importantly, shared them with its former principal to show him that it had taken the time to prepare thoughtful data.
If the governor were serious about quality public education, he would take the lead in finding the revenue to attract and retain top-notch educators and school programs to fortify learning, not undermine it.

By STACY DAVIS GATES

Teacher evaluation is critically important, but in a massive bureaucracy with a hostile union, where 50 percent of principals are managerially incompetent and half of teachers are virtually illiterate, a complete multi-dimensional evaluation system with huge subjectivity in it will be attacked, manipulated and marginalized—the status quo will prevail.

—Gov. Bruce Rauner, December 2011

From labeling our learning communities as “crumbling prisons,” to insulting hard-working and highly skilled educators by calling us “virtually illiterate,” our billionaire governor is a walking insult machine.

What Illinois needs, however, is a respectable leader—not a rabid crusader working to undermine working families and public schools. A leader will find a way to direct progressive revenue to a state that desperately needs to fund Medicaid, non-profit organizations, medical services such as breast cancer screenings, and provide invaluable assistance to individuals living with disabilities.

A leader works cooperatively with other elected leaders to pass a budget that invests in families and communities. A leader funds all schools adequately and equitably.

Instead of governing the state of Illinois, Rauner has chosen to crusade against hard-working, taxpaying citizens and label the Chicago Teachers Union, which is composed of selfless and dedicated public school educators, as an enemy of education. But after our union suffered 1,000 layoffs this summer, it is clear who the real enemies of education are—the governor and his friend, Mayor Rahm Emanuel.

Our schools are suffering from the impact of concentrated cuts from multiple years—not just this year. Add up the cumulative impact and decimation of classrooms and school budgets, how can the mayor refuse declare a tax increment financing surplus to aid Chicago’s public schools? How dare he say that he will not seek more revenue from those who can afford to pay?

It is absurd to lay off a veteran teacher with more than 20 years of experience and expect them to attend a job fair and apply for a position a) in a new subject area, and b) at a fraction of their current salary. It is equally absurd for a school district to open the year—again—with massive staffing turnover.

So how do we use the urgency of this moment to advance policy that will help us provide the schools our students deserve? We continue building our movement. We continue calling truth to power. We continue to rally and protest. We continue to shift the political landscape.

And we build a war chest to challenge people like the governor and the robots he bankrolls in state-wide campaigns. It is painful to consider another four years of Rauner’s personal crusades and “turnaround” agendas. That is why we have to do everything we can to create an Illinois without him.

Let us imagine an Illinois General Assembly filled with educators, activists and unionists like our own sister, 10th Ward Alderman Susan Sadlowski Garza. Our political balls of power need organizers who will fight for teachers, school clerks, teacher assistants, social workers, counselors, school psychologists and therapists. We need labor and social justice-oriented leaders who will ensure the security and protection of working-class people and families.

Help the CTU Political Action Committee meet the challenge with a monthly contribution to our PAC or a one-time donation of $50. Leadership is not hurling insults at people who work hard for less, with even fewer resources and funding for our schools. Help us elect leaders who will organize with—not against—us.

Stacy Davis Gates is the CTU Legislative and Political Director. Contribute to the CTU Political Action Committee by visiting http://www.ctunet.com/donate.

Jennifer Johnson is the CTU Teacher Evaluation Facilitator.
Restoration summer

Inside the CTU’s first-ever teacher-student restorative practices summer program

By Francine Greenberg Reizen and Walter Taylor, NBCT

One of the main principles of restorative practices is that they are done “with”—rather than “to”—someone who has harmed a relationship and/or a community. In restorative practices, everyone has a voice, and a solution to a problem is crafted in a way that honors feelings, values and needs. Relationship-building is at the heart of what restorative practices are all about. It is through the building of relationships, sustaining those relationships, and if and when necessary, repairing those relationships that one embodies true restoration.

This summer, one of this article’s authors and Chicago Teachers Union Quest Center Professional Development Facilitator Walter Taylor, NBCT, convened a cohort of teachers and students to learn about restorative justice. We had three students representing Uplift Community, Team Englewood and Julian high schools, two young adults and a group of six teachers (Gervaise Clay, article author Francine Greenberg Reizen, Sahar Shafqat, David Stone, Tammie Vinson and Wallace Wilburn). The first day of our seven-week program began with a talking circle. After members of the group introduced themselves to one another, we wrote words on small pieces of paper that reflected the values we felt were necessary to maintain the circle as a place where everyone would feel safe, valued and able to participate.

Each day for seven weeks, we began by checking in with each other in our circle. Each person brought a “talking piece” and explained why it was meaningful to him or her, and how it would be appropriate and special to use in our circle. As the summer went on, we worked together to design circle activities to use in classrooms and other settings. We read and talked about principles of restorative justice and shared ideas about how we might be able to bring them into our school communities. We learned about roadblocks to being restorative (such as alienating language), how not to engage and how to overcome.

We learned how to have restorative conversations, a technique that is an effective alternative to punitive responses to wrongdoing. Restorative conversations stem from indigenous culture (Native American and African) and gather together the person(s) harmed and the person(s) responsible for the harm and a mediator (who could be a student, teacher or some other neutral party). The mediator asks strategic questions to understand the following: what happened, why it happened, the impact of what happened and how to repair the harm caused.

This technique—and talking circles in general—could help with the over-reaction to punitive tactics such as detentions, suspensions, expulsions and arrests. We also created a safe and supportive space to share our reactions to news of the tragic killings of Alton Sterling and Philando Castile, and we had a chance to conduct a detailed review and provide feedback on the new proposed Chicago Public Schools curriculum on the Jon Burge torture scandal.

Members of the group brainstormed ideas for field trips and guest speakers and were able to make some of them happen, including a trip to the Art Institute of Chicago to see the “Invisible Man” photo exhibit highlighting work by Ralph Ellison and Gordon Parks; a visit to the Reed Smith LLP law firm to learn more about the Jon Burge torture scandal and restorative practice in the penal and educational systems; a guest speaker, Mike Elliott, who came to speak with us about the Civilian Police Accountability Council initiative; and spoken word poet Nadia Williams, who inspired us and shared some of her knowledge of restorative justice and what it means to her as an artist.

By the time our summer project was ending, we knew that we had much to celebrate and also much more to do. Students made display boards about their experiences and we shared an international feast with delicacies from Mexico, Africa, Costa Rica and the Southern region of the U.S. We also had a student-designed restorative justice logo temporarily tattooed on our arms with henna and shared our experiences with the CTU and Chicago Teachers Union Foundation staff.

This month, we are all heading back to school thinking about how to bring pieces of our summer experiences with us, and looking forward to more opportunities to build and share. Come talk to us at the Teachers for Social Justice Curriculum Fair on November 19, and please look for workshops on restorative practices held at the CTU office. You can search for those workshops on www.ctunet.com or contact Walter Taylor directly at waltertaylor@ctulocal1.com or 312-329-6273. "}

Francine Greenberg Reizen is a teacher at Marshall High School and Walter Taylor, NBCT, is a professional development facilitator at the Chicago Teachers Union Foundation.
In case you haven't heard, there is a new kid on the block. The CTU has reenergized the CTU Foundation (CTUF) whose purpose is to support public education, teacher professional development, restorative practices in schools, and societal values. It's a natural fit for the Quest Center, the Union's premier professional learning arm, to merge with the CTU Foundation. Celebrating its 25th anniversary of providing exemplary professional development for members, the Quest Center will continue its programming, such as National Board Certification; teacher evaluation support; restorative practices; and practice-based instruction, curriculum, and assessment professional learning opportunities. The Quest Center will soon be expanding its repertoire to include social justice, advocacy, and policy development. Please visit us at the Quest Center’s new online home: www.ctuf.org/questcenter for more information, to take our professional learning needs survey, and to register for our upcoming learning opportunities. You can also continue to find us at www.ctunet.com/questcenter or 312-329-9100.

CTU Quest Center Fall 2016 Professional Learning

Integrating Social-Justice Learning Projects into the Elementary Curriculum: A Yearlong Action Lab
49 ISBE PD Hours and/or 3 Lane Placement Credit Hours
This nine-month, 49-hour Action Lab for teachers of elementary students focuses on developing student-driven, community-based social justice projects to address local issues in the community.

Practice-Based Methods for Strengthening Family and Community Partnerships
10.5 ISBE PD Hours
This three-session course provides practice-based methods and strategies to increase student learning by developing strong partnerships with their families and the school’s community. Participants learn about six types of family and community involvement (parenting, communicating, volunteering, learning at home, decision-making, and collaborating) and how to utilize this framework in their practice.
Course Dates: 9/26, 10/3, and 10/10/2016

Effective Classroom Management: How to Attain It
10.5 ISBE PD Hours
This three-session course assists K-12 teachers in learning new ways to effectively manage their classrooms through student engagement, motivation, collaboration, and differentiation. Teachers enhance their ability to manage time, promote positive behaviors, motivate students, plan classroom procedures, and maintain self-reflective practice.
Course Dates: 10/5, 10/12, and 10/26/2016

Growth Mindset: The Good, The Bad, and The Ugly
3.5 ISBE PD Hours
In this session, participants analyze the latest hot topic in educational philosophy, the “Growth Mindset.” Since Carol Dweck first examined the brain and its correspondence to talent, her theory of the growth mindset has been praised and criticized. Participants will discuss how this theory can have far-reaching implications both in and beyond the classroom.
Session Date: 10/6/2016

CPS Framework for Teaching Learning Series
3.5 ISBE PD Hours per session
This four-session learning series provides an introduction/review of the CPS Framework for Teaching in preparation for the beginning of the 2016-2017 teacher evaluation cycle. Participants will learn strategies and techniques for improving their practice and working towards meeting the “Distinguished” level criteria in each CPS FFT Domain. Participants may register for all four sessions or individual sessions. This learning series is open to currently practicing CPS teachers.
Session Dates: Domain 1 (10/11), Domain 2 (10/18), Domain 3 (10/25), Domain 4 (11/1/2016)

Differentiated Instruction
0.5 ISBE PD Hours
In this three-session course, teachers learn strategies for differentiating instruction that focus on how content learning experiences and assessment can be designed to address the unique needs, learning styles, interests, multiple intelligences, and skills of all students. Teachers learn how to provide student-choice activities, tier assignments, utilize learning contracts and learning menus, and engage students of all ages in learning centers.
Course Dates: 10/24, 11/7, and 11/14/2016